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CHAPTER I
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Home Economics is valuable as it contri
butes to attaining the large objectives through
which education may be realized#

Drawing on

many fields of knowledge for its basic materials,
it applies these materials to problems of personal
living, and home life.

This in itself will make a

rich body of subject matter.

Its special contri

butions will come through guiding individuals
in reaching decisions, as to values most Worthwhile
in personal living In home and family life, in
discovering needs, interests, and talents which
come within the field of home economics.

•

CHAPTER II
P U R P O S E

In the preparation of this thesis the purpose
was twofold.

First to find facts concerning the

conditions as they exist in the home economics
department of the Abilene High School, second, to
suggest how the conditions can be improved by
additional equipment and work in the department.

CHAPTER III
SOURCE OP MATERIAL

Sixty-six homes were visited to secure in
formation that proved helpful#

The parents and

children were anxious to discuss their conditions
in the community and homes#

They realize the

benefits that can be derived from the course#
Observations were made of the homes, the
exterior and interior#
houses were also noted.

The conditions of the
Observations were made of

the number of students who brought lunches to
school and the food brou^it#
A survey was made to find out how the work
ing girls performed duties#
Form of Survey
Name
Address
Name of girl e mploye d
How long have you had her employed?
Is your maid reliable?
'
Does she work fast?
~
Is she neat in appearance?
Is she neat in her work?
Can she cook?
Do you have children?
Do you leave children in maids care?
Do you have company often?
Can maid serve?

How well is your kitchen, kept?
Can maid do general house work?'
Do you assist?
If so, why?
Can her work be improved?
Please answer the above questions as accurately as
possible. Your name will not be used.

CHAPTER IV
EXISTING CONDITIONS

The Abilene school is located in a favorable
section of the Negro settlement,

'^'he building is

new with all modern conveniences.

There are six

classrooms, hallway and office library combined.
The campus is well kept and spacious.

Seven teachers

are employed in the school s TOtem.
Grades araL-jr
PBMBIl»EWSTWEc5tL'
taught from one to eleven.
The home economics cottage is located across
the street from the brick structure.

It is a

new frame building with three rooms and a lavatory.
The clothing room is fairly large and the room
accommodates about eighteen girls.

There are

three closets, three machines, three work tables,
one reading table and a small library.

There is

also a radio, two electric irons, and ironing board.
The foods laboratory is not as roomy as the
clothing room, however, it is attractive.

The

wall paper is red polkadot, that comes half way
the wall, red oil cloth joins the paper s.nd reaches

to the baseboard.

The equipment consists of a

double sink, gas and electric range, and hot plates,
a frigidaire and cooleratioh, silver, dishes, and
cooking utensils.

There are two built-in cabinets.

The hallway is small and also the lavatory.
There is an electric washer, and tubs (attached)
in this room.

The building is equipped with all

modern conveniences.
The equipment for this department was donated
by firms and clubs.
Sixty-five percent of the families are rent
ing, the majority of this group live in servant
houses.

Thirty-five percent own homes or buying.

Of the group represented eighty-five percent
use electricity, fifteen percent use kerosene.
Fifty percent use natural gas.
The thirty-five percent owning homes are in
fairly good condition.
lavatories.
veniences.

There are a few inside

Most of the homes have modern con
Very few clothes closets were observed.

The homes were surprisingly well equipped wish
cooking utensils.
The premises are kept in excellent shape in
most cases.

The yards are in better condition

than heretofore due partly to "block-clean-up
week", sponsored by the city of last spring.
Fifteen percent do not grow flowers,

Sighty-

five percent grows shrubbery and flowers, but in
many instances the arrangement of the beds is poor.
Most of the lavatories are on the outside.
Forty-percent have sewage, thirty percent of the
families have pit toilets, the remainder have the
old type "privy",
Seventy percent of the houses have less than
four rooms, the remainder live in five to seven
rooms, the remainder live in five to seven
room dwellings.

Families: Seventy percent of the

population is made up of small families.

PERCENT
1
2
3
4
5

Child
Children
Children
Children
Or more

Community:

20$
30$
20$
10$
20$
For a town of nearly thirty

thousand it is strange to see such "community
lag" in the facilities for recreation.

Other

than the school campus there i s no other recreational
center.
There are a number of school clubs, but few
home parties are given by girls on the other
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hand adults entertain but the majority of the
clubs are of a social nature#
Fifty percent of the girls taking home economics
have part-time jobs#

Contact was made ni th ten

families, that ten girls worked for#
Findings:
Family A. Girl didn't wash dishes well#
Could do general house cleaning#
Did not know how to cook#
Family B. Girl not neat in appearance#
Not trustworthy.
Cooks fairly well.
Family C# Girl very neat in appearance and work#
Did not know how t o cook.
Reliable #
Family D. Girl cooks well.
Could not do house work#
Family E» Girl good companion to children#
Family F# Had to teach girl to do work#
Anxious to learn.
Family G# Girl dependable#
and
H# Knew very little concerning housekeeping#
Family I# Girl good companion to children#
Reliable#
Family J# The girl employed needed work but
knew very little about household
duties#

All the parents of this group are employed# .
Parents duties in homes was laundry work and
domestic#

Fifteen percent of the families are on the relief.
The wages for girls ranges from one dollar and fifty
cents to four, parents from three to fifteen dollars
a week for female, for male, from four to twentyfive dollars a week.
Social gatherings for parent and children
participation are frequently held at the school.
An observation was made at the senior and
junior banquet and at another social function held
where parent and children participated.

Very few

courtesies were extended to grown-ups by children
of this group the boys were less courteous.
During the months of June, July, and August
the American Legion sponsores a play-ground activity
from nine until twelve.

They have selected the

principal to supervise the play activities of
children participating.

It has proved to be ad

vantageous in a number of ways.

Their play is

supervised so as to develop the child and bring
about desired results.

The children who have

formerly been left alone are represented in this
group.

It has been noted that this group is over

anxious for the continuation of this activity.
This means takes the worry off the parents' home

- l o 

in that they know the whereabouts of

#

their children#
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CHAPTER V
THE NEED OP HOME ECONOMICS

Since family living is a significant ex
perience for nearly every individual and the family
is the foundational unit in society, home economics
which focuses its attention on education for family
life faces a tremendous challenge in planning its
program to make maximum contribution to the develop
ment of individual and family members and through
them and their family groups to the general welfare
of the larger social group.

We know that without

good family members we cannot have good families
and without good families society cannot be good.
Home economics is the kind of course that
should make a difference in the way people live.
So many of the families have no knowledge of the
relation of food to health.

There is in some homes

no particular time for meals.

Parents who work

away from home, in most instances, do not have
time to select and prepare adequate meals.

Con

sequently, the children in these families go with-

12 -

out proper food, most times because they do not
know what to prepare.

On the other hand the older

children in families who do not have the responsibi
lity of caring for the members of the family do
not know how nor what to prepare,

'^hey usually

prepare (if they cook) any thing to satisfy the
impending hunger.
Ever so many mothers have no knowledge of foods.
Examples one mother who is on the relief stated, "in
buying groceries she always bought flour, because
she cooked biscuits often or fried bread when she
was in a hurry or tired."
three times a day.

And this was done

Along w ith flour she buys bacon,

beans, syrup and candy.

£his woman is allowed

twenty-four dollars a month.

Another stated she

had learned some very helpful things in the preparation
of foods by "working out".

Her list included meat,

beans, sugar, fruit, candy, flour, macaroni, tomatoes
and sometimes meal, cereals, can milk, peanut butter
and pickles,

ibere are ever so many of our folk

who are under the impression that because of a
limited income they are not able to provide suitable
food for growing boys and girls.

13 -

Home Economics has an opportunity for helping
others see that they, too, must he concerned with
community welfare. The importance of community
surroundings, protection, sanitary provisions,
educational and recreational facilities, must he
seen in relation to housing, the attractiveness,
of the home, the exterior as it affects the community
and the interior as it satisfies the family members
is important, and the space, light, arrangement of
furniture, play an important part.
Since the community progresses -through the
quality of its citizens and ever so many boys and
girls will partake of home economics it is the job
of the teacher to train them for a definite work.
The average high school student by part-time work
will be better qualified for his or her job.

- 14

CHAPTER VI
P O S S I B I L I T I E S

Present day opportunities for children to
participate in home duties is not limited so far
as the Negro is concerned*

The course of home

economics has made it possible for children to learn
many of the skills and practices that are often
neglected in homes*
Since it usually becomes the duty of these
girls to help care for the small children, they
will gain a world of experience in how to better
care for them*

In nutrition they can teach the

children to drink milk, to eliminate candy between
meals, and to eat vegetables*

Through some under

standing of the relationship of these habits to
their growth and health*
Home practices and projects form a basic
part of the home making program.

Through this

medium of learning, experiences, and solutions are
found for many of the problems arising in home and
family living.

Personal help and supervision can

be given in helping the girls plan adequate diets
for themselves and others, selecting, making and

- 15 -

caring for her clothes, making her room convenient
and attractive,
When girls see the value of home practices
and projects they are even anxious to reach all
members of the family, The personal and social
life becomes more important to students through
recognizing their relationship to the family group.
Wide awake girls soon desire the ability to manage
finances, time, and strive consciously to assist
in maintaining desirable family relationships,
and in the guidance of younger brothers and sisters.
Sixty-five percent of the students do not
attend college. This is due to insufficient funds
and lack of interest in higher education. There
is a desire however of students not attending college
to do some type of work that will bring very good
results and satisfaction. So many of the girls
want to do work other than hiring out. Here is
a splendid opportunity to teach and instill business
principles. They can be taught to realize the need
Of well operated and attractive eating places.
The opening of a dress makers shop will make
money for the wide awake girl who sews well, A

- 16

sufficient urge will result in action of any girl
who wants to do.
Caring for pre-school children is also a means
of earning money#

Parents who are away from home

all during the day will gladly leave children in
a reliable girls charge.
Any home economics girl who has had three
years of thorough work in the course can be
creative in her ability.
Suggestions far additional work are as follows:
Of course one realizes there is a world of
work that can be done in any community.
In the years to come the aim is to teach
girls things that will have a bearing on problems
confronting students.
Through school and community clubs effective
work can be done. A closer relationship will
exist between parents and teachers.
Demonstrations at regular intervals given by
firms and teacher will prove beneficial. They are
helpful in that new methods of cooking are always
in demand. Our people need to be taught how to
get the best results from chaap food.

- 17

Carrying students on excursions will tend to
Increase their experiences# Debates and contests
are also helpers in creating interest#
Class parties planned in cooperation with the
teacher provides an excellent means for developing
poise and satisfaction by associating with friends
and participating in courtesies desirable in well
regulated society#
Habits of neatness and order can be developed
throughout the course#
In visiting the homes of students the teacher
will come in direct contact with parents#

This

enables the teacher to secure the cooperation of
the family members in connection with home practices
and home projects#

Such contact helps materially

in determining the content of the home economics*
course in making lessons true to life#
The home economics teacher can also do additional
work by assuming the responsibility (1)# helping a
group of under weight children gain the desired
pounds, (2)# she can set up the school exhibits
at the county fair, (3)# by utilizing the local
possibilities for teaching including a cafeteria
for the purpose of serving adequate and wholesome
meals#
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CHAPTER VII
S U M M A R Y

Through surveys and. observations the follow
ing conditions were noted#

^he homes are in fairly

good condition, however home ownership is comparitively low.

The community is slow in its de

velopment considering other towns of this size#
There is evidence however of growth in the last
five years; though it is gradual#
The course of home economics is needed because;
(1)# of its real educational value, (2)# home ex
periences are no longer supplying adequate train
ing for home making, (3). there was a growing de
mand for the course by students of the school#
Additional work can be done through conmunity
clubs and school clubs; by presenting the work of
the department to the public#
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